
Another consideration is to reconfig-
ure the physical layout of food service 
facility buildings and equipment place-
ment. “The team is looking at college-
campus-style dining where, instead of 
one long serving line, there are specialty 
stations where the food is prepared on 

the spot for the patron,” George said. “This, of course, 
requires facility upgrades and some renovations, so 
our immediate options may be limited.”

CULINARY TRAINING
Under this plan, culinary specialists could apply 

and retain the rating skills and knowledge required for 
advancement while serving on ashore assignments. 
There is a concern that culinary specialists lose skill 
proficiency when occupying shore duty billets outside 
the galley. Pulling a culinary specialist assigned to a 
position to work in the galley for skill proficiency 
opens a vacancy that needs to be back-filled.

Rotating culinary personnel through galley opera-
tion assignments to ensure skills are maintained while 
ashore is a challenge. Military billets are limited on 
each site because not every base has a galley; and 
many culinary specialists fill spots as recruiters and 
housing managers, while some wind up being assigned 
to administrative or security billets for shore duty.

“We are working with the detailers and each com-
mand to find the best solution to ensure that the right 
person is assigned to every shore duty billet,” George 
said. “This is not a quick fix and will take three or 
more years through attrition to achieve the end goal 

Changes are in store that 
would introduce new and 

innovative ways for providing 
meals to sailors and employees 
aboard Navy shore installations, 
while also creating consistent 
training for culinary specialists.

Navy Food Service is charting 
a new course, one that moves 
toward a future that satisfies 
customer expectations for more 
variety and healthier options 
without eliminating their favorite 
comfort foods.

“What we are trying to do is 
provide military, civilians and 
contractors on installations with 
access to the same food service 
operations, which could provide 
more options for a variety of choic-
es at a fair market price for the 
meals,” said Karin George, CNIC 
ashore galley program manager. 
“Additionally, a sailor who is not 
receiving Basic Allowance for Subsistence may still 
receive their meal allowance at an MWR [morale, 
welfare and recreation] operation rather than having 
to eat only at a galley.”

George cautions that each location site should be 
evaluated before reaching any decision regarding the 
possibility of offering all meal options on the same 
installation within a single facility by combining tra-
ditional galleys and MWR food operations under a 
campus dining structure.

“This is not a solution that works in every loca-
tion and is not the model we are trying to achieve 
across the enterprise,” George said. “The option of 
combining the appropriated and non-appropriated 
operations works well when there is a solid patron base 
with two operations competing against each other. 
The primary goal is to reduce total cost of operations 
(from all funding sources) and continue to provide 
meals to those not receiving a meal allowance.”

There are seven Navy locations where the MWR 
operations already provide meal services to sailors: JB 
Anacostia-Bolling in the Washington D.C. area, naval 
stations in Dahlgren and Bethesda, Md., Naval Station 
Everett, Wash., NAS Fallon, Nev., NB Kitsap-Bremerton, 
Wash., and the naval base in Chinhae, South Korea.

RETHINKING 
  NAVY GALLEYS Evaluating Each 

Site Toward a 
Goal of Lower 

Costs and 
More Options

The Pre-Commissioning Unit Gerald R. 
Ford (CVN 78) First Class Petty Officers’ 
Association serves lunch to sailors in the 
ship’s galley. The first class petty officers 
showed their appreciation for the galley’s 
food service attendants by taking over serv-
ing and cleanup duties for the galley staff. 

(PHOTO BY MASS COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST 1ST CLASS 
JOSHUA WAHL, USN)
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the Supply Corps are: Ethics and 
food service.”

Leading up to the initial joint 
meeting last March, working groups 
from NAVSUP and CNIC met for 18 
months to prepare the groundwork 
by focusing on specific issues, such 
as equipment standardization, audit 
readiness and menu development.

Discussion last March focused 
primarily on innovation, new ideas 
in a variety of areas, including train-
ing, technology and facilities. “For 
each of these areas, we have put 
together a working group of subject-
manner experts spanning NAVSUP 
and CNIC headquarters, as well as 
installation and fleet representa-

tion,” she said.
Teams were assigned specific areas 

of Navy food service to assess and 
develop long-range plans looking 
one to five years ahead within the 
resources currently available. Each 
team looked at alternatives for pro-

viding meals to sailors that would increase the variety 
of choices available at shore installations, as well as 
create more appealing options compared with paying 
out-of-pocket to eat outside the gate at commercial 
restaurants.

An example of a successful innovation is the food 
trucks at NAS Whidbey Island, Wash., and NAS Fallon, 
Nev., that bring meals made in the galley to sailors’ 
worksites. Another is the drive-through galley opera-
tion at NAS Oceana, Va., the only one in the Navy.

“The food truck is one option that the innovation 
group is researching,” George said. “The challenges 
include funding to purchase/lease a truck, manning, 
and effect on current galley patronage.”

Meal delivery methods are pieces of the puzzle the 

of every cook in a food service position.”
Another problem is the lack of steady 

access to professional culinary training 
for Navy culinary specialists to improve 
skills. “Not everyone has the opportunity 
to attend advanced culinary schools due 
to operational commitments and the in-
creasing cost of travel,” George said. “We 
are looking at sending our sailors to local colleges for 
training; partnering with local hotels/restaurants for 
skill development; working with the Navy Exchange 
system for the possibility of having our sailors work 
in their food service outlets; bringing chefs into the 
Navy galleys to train; establishing training kitchens 
in Hawaii and other OCONUS locations; and many 
other innovative options.”

Other factors to consider that present some chal-
lenges to innovation are aging facilities, outdated 
furnishings/equipment, access from work areas and 
living quarters and continued shore duty assignments 
for Navy culinary specialists.

“As the ashore galley program manager, my goal 
is to find common ground where our two commands 
can work together toward the same goals,” George 
said, referring to the Naval Supply Systems Command 
(NAVSUP) and Commander, Navy Installations Com-
mand (CNIC).

COLLABORATION
Senior Navy Food Service personnel from NAV-

SUP and CNIC met in March 2015 to collaborate 
on new ideas for menu variety, delivery methods, 
professional training opportunities and other food 
service-related activities, and determine how to best 
keep Navy culinary specialists’ skills proficient while 
they are stationed ashore.

“The commanders of both CNIC and NAVSUP 
wanted to bring all of the key players for food service 
together in one room to discuss the future of ashore 
food service,” George said. “Rear Adm. [Jonathan] 
Yuen stated that his two top priorities as the chief of 

Culinary Specialist Seaman Apprentice 
Abigail Roach flips French toast in the 
galley aboard the amphibious dock 
landing ship USS Ashland (LSD 48). 
Culinary specialists can maintain skill 
proficiency whether occupying shore 

duty billets or galleys aboard ship. 
(PHOTO BY MASS COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST 3RD 

CLASS DAVID A. COX, USN)
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facilities working group team is 
considering to determine the best 
options for distributing meals. Other 
possibilities are changing hours to 
better meet workforce needs and 
providing meals at alternate loca-
tions, such as the base club, bowling 
alley or coffee shop.

The technology working group 
team is focusing on improving 
communication with galley pa-
trons. Among the initiatives this 
team is assessing is encouraging 
sailors to more regularly choose 
the items they should eat often 
over less healthful options. “One 
of the initiatives is to have every 
menu item coded with nutritional 
information so with a smart phone 
scanner, the patron would have at 
their fingertips all of the nutritional information for 
the items he/she has selected,” George said.

Another is whether and how galleys can acquire 
instant customer feedback to achieve higher satisfac-
tion. “Writing a comment and putting the card in a 
suggestion box is outdated,” she said. “Nearly every 
sailor has a smart phone, tablet or other electronic device 
that could transmit feedback on the meal experience.”

The facilities team, in addition to the college-campus-
style format, is also looking at standardizing galley 
equipment utilizing modern systems that increase pro-
duction within a smaller footprint. (See related story, page 
32.) “The combi-oven, which is utilized on large-deck 
ships and shore operations, can eliminate the need for 
deep-fat fryers and steam jacket kettles if the cooks are 
properly trained on how to utilize the ovens,” she said.

COMMAND STRUCTURE
Navy Food Service afloat and ashore falls under 

two commands that share management, as well as a 

common goal. “The goal for all of food 
service afloat and ashore is to provide 
nutritional meals for our sailors,” George 

said. “The division of food service afloat and ashore is 
only defined in the cost of operations. All afloat and 
ashore commands follow the same NAVSUP Publica-
tion 486 for food service policy.”

Otherwise, she explained that the accountability 
systems, menu approvals, ordering processes, sanitation 
and safety, and inspection procedures are the same 
for every appropriated fund general mess.

A difference is the funding line for the cost of 
operations, which for ashore commands, includes 
labor, supplies and equipment, training/travel and 
facility cost. Every ashore galley also has a cleaning 
service contract and other civilian labor costs when 
military personnel are not available.

On the other hand, George noted that most of the 
labor available for afloat commands is military, and 
that while there is a cost, that expense is not paid 
by the ship.

Both commands also are working to align subsis-
tence catalogs for ashore and afloat purchasing to 
reduce redundant items and maximize cost savings. 
A hurdle was the packaging for shipboard subsistence 
costs more compared with shore. Shore operations can 
receive deliveries multiple times per week and do not 
require long storage, while shipboard items go through 
multiple transfer points from origin to destination. 
The higher cost of shipboard packaging to withstand 
the additional handling was significant enough to be 
unacceptable as standard for shore galleys.

“We have consolidated 
the types of items, and have 
provided an allowance for 
local products; however, 
there are still two separate 
catalogs for ashore and 
shipboard subsistence,” 
she said.

—GFS

Culinary Specialist 2nd Class Nicho-
las Ferro hands sailors a Breakfast-
to-Go at the Pirates Cove Galley 
on NSB Kings Bay, Ga. The galley 
provides these from the beginning 
of breakfast until an hour after serv-
ing time to ensure sailors who are 
participating in Navy PT have a 

chance for a healthy meal. 
(PHOTO BY MASS COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST 

3RD CLASS ETHAN TRACEY, USN)

Food trucks at NAS Whidbey Island, 
Wash., and NAS Fallon, Nev., bring meals 
made in the galley to sailors’ worksites.
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